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Civocracy

At Civocracy, we use technology as a tool for empowerment. 

Our civic-participation platform and advisory services ensure government are equipped with the 
means to constructively collaborate with their citizens, and guarantees that people’s voices are 
heard. This enables them to co-create policy and projects that are implemented in communities 

to make society better.

Platform: features include

City-led discussions (top down)
Qualitative debate, started by cities, centred on a specific theme.
 
Call for projects (bottom up)
High-level ideas sourcing from community experts and citizens.

AI-powered content analysis
Sentiment and keyword tracking for detailed reporting. 

Accessible design
Curated UX ensuring a low barrier for participation with high-quality outcomes.

Advisory services: knowledge includes

Strategy and formation days
Workshops on best practices and platform functionality.

Educational programme
Ten-month programme featuring workshops and webinars. 

Specialist reporting
Personalised insights and recommendations.

Community membership
Access to our global community of cities.

Like good government, good technology fits into your day-to-day life so 
seamlessly that you don’t realise it’s there. 

Our platform harnesses machine learning and natural language processing, as well as big data 
analytics, to undertake sentiment analysis, automated processing and keyword detection in order to 

provide detailed insights and personalised recommendations to government decision makers.



Civocracy

We’re active in 4 countries across Europe, and work with government of varying sizes, from 
small towns to national level. 

We also work with think tanks, corporates and NGOs to host online conferences and undertake 
internal decision making. 

 Legal

Legislation requiring citizen 
consultation is increasingly 

prevalent, but 85% of 
public sector workers have 
no training on the subject. 

Digital

Government must become 
digital to deadline, but 50% 
of civil servants don’t feel as 
if they know how to do this.

Trust

As we all know, trust in 
government is low, and 

citizens are feeling 
increasingly unheard and 

unrepresented.

The problems we solve.

“Administrations can’t govern like they used to; there’s incredible 
strength to be gained by involving citizens. Thank you Civocracy for 

helping us progress in digital participatory democracy!”
Metropole Nice Cote d’Azur

Reach 
up to 74 
times 
more 
citizens.

Increase 
participation by 
300%.When compared 

to traditional 
methods, we help 
government:

Become twice 
as efficient.

Civocracy was founded in 2015 when Benjamin Snow, Chloé Pahud and Nicolas Reynolds saw the 
potential of technology and community for transforming the political sphere. 

The team is based in Berlin, and are working on becoming the global platform for constructive 
debate, collaboration and decision making.
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